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ACROSS

1 of Owlz	the man behind the

scenes, sometimes only heard,

not seen

3 the evening star (or planet)

seen in the night sky on the 

exterior camera during the 

springtime

7 the second born of the second

clutch of owlets (August 8, 

2010 - )

9 the first born of the second

clutch of owlets (March 21, 

2010 - )

10 the original perch mounted to

the front of the owl box

11 a carrot who celebrates the

hunting prowess of McGee and

his efforts to keep the rabbit 

population in check

12 one of many moths (order

Lepidoptera) seen through the 

exterior cameras frequenting 

the area around the owl box

14 the third born of the first clutch

of owlets (March 25, 2010 - )

15 Faure	grandson of the Royals

17 the roof of the owl box, one of

the owlets favorite places on 

the playground

19 the fourth born of the second

clutch (August 14, 2010 - 

August 21, 2010)

20 Royal	wife of Carlos Royal -

the reason there is an owl box 

for the world to see

21 the camera installed in the

back of the box, visible behind 

the owls

23 the male Great Dane living in

the home next door to the 

Royals

24 female Great Dane living in the

home next door to the Royals

26 Royal court jester. Cartoonist,

illustrator and self-proclaimed 

MOD. Creator of Laughing 

Outside the Box and A MOD's 

Journal

27 the female kestrel that often

nests in the Royals' backyard

29 the rabbit seen daily cavorting

in the yard beneath the owl box

31 the first born of the first clutch

(March 21, 2010 - )

32 Cooper	the Cooper Hawk that

frequents the Royals' back 

yard

33 the spider (likely an orb spider)

that made a home in the owl 

box, often seen glowing in the 

infrared light as she wove her 

web across the lens of the 

infrared, night camera

34 any number of mockingbirds

that frequent the Royals' 

backyard

35 the pipe through the middle of

the owl box, supporting the 

structure - used by Molly and 

the owlets as a beak 

sharpening tool

DOWN

1 the fourth born of the first

clutch (March 28, 2010 - )

2 illustrator of Molly the Owl and

the creative mind behind many 

of the items of owlerabilia

3 the protruding bolt helping to

secure the owl box to its 

support pole - used by Molly 

and the owlets as a beak 

sharpening tool

4 Blehm	"New York Times"

best-selling author of The Last 

Season, The Only Thing Worth

Dying For and most notably, 

Molly, The Owl

5 the third born of second clutch

(August 11, 2010 - August 17, 

2010)

6 the final, unhatched egg of the

first clutch, affectionately 

named by the owl box chatters

7 Adams	Rocketmancreative

8 Royal	retired realtor,

entrepreneur, author, lecturer 

and inventor - the owner of the 

owl box, broadcaster and 

entertainer to millions

13 the red-shouldered hawk that

freqents the Royals' backyard

16 the central figure and star,

some may say diva, of the owl 

box; mother extraordinaire, the 

shining example of care, 

nuturing, love and parenting at 

its best

18 Atkinson	VacaDude

22 the male kestrel that often

nests in the Royals' backyard

25 the second born of the first

clutch (March 23, 2010 - )

28 the nickname given to McGee

30 the star of the episode known

as The Great Mouse Escape

31 the mate of Molly, the father of

the owlets, the provider and 

hunting trainer - named by 

Carlos Royal


